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Co-founders Gwen Weinberg & Anita Nadelson's friendship began in the hills of Tuscany while studying on a college 
program abroad. They stayed in touch for the next decade, through Gwen's move from Philadelphia to the west 
coast and Anita's years of working and traveling around the world, eventually coming back together in Seattle. 

The two took advantage of the city's nurturing entrepreneurial culture and combined their skills --  
Gwen's at making things and Anita's at selling them -- to create Three by Three Seattle.

who WE ARE



Gwen exhibited the potential of a career in industrial design from a very young age,  
much preferring scissors, construction paper and glue to all other toys. Born in Philadelphia  
and now living in Seattle and Lisbon, Portugal, Gwen received informal training in art and 
design on both US coasts after obtaining an undergraduate degree in psychology and 
art history from University of Pennsylvania. She now considers it a gift for her own design 
vision to have not been boxed into one formal sensibility in her training; from the start of 
her career, beginning as a jeweler, metalsmith, and bookbinder, Gwen’s designs have 
always gone beyond the obvious standard solution. From her innovative use of materials 
to her unexpected proportions, her concepts have forged entirely new product categories. 
Currently, Gwen is happy to be re-focussing on paper goods, returning not only to her  
early design years’ bookbinding roots, but going all the way back to one of her earliest  
childhood pleasures.

Anita always wanted to run her own business. Her entrepreneurial spirit appeared at a 
young age, selling Bubble Yum on the playground in her hometown of Seattle. After 
earning a history degree from Connecticut College, she spent several years traveling the 
world and working in Paris, Florence, and New York. Both her business acumen and her 
love of travel have rubbed off on her three children, who have enjoyed several successful 
lemonade stands and schoolyard businesses. Anita has integrated the lessons learned 
from her passions and her varied work history into her business philosophy: have patience, 
take advantage of any opportunities that arise, treat everyone respectfully, and never stop 
innovating. She believes this code of ethics and transparency has cemented Three by 
Three Seattle’s reputation for quality, customer service, and integrity.
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new PRODUCTS

Three by Three Seattle Goes Full Tilt
 

Three by Three Seattle is introducing its most eco-friendly collection to date: TILT bamboo fiber bowls. 
With their playful angled design, TILT bowls showcase party fare, entryway objects, and personal accessories. 
Bamboo fiber is a 100% biodegradable material, and is stronger than aluminum and more durable than oak. 

TILT bamboo fiber bowls are BPA free, microwave, dishwasher, and food-safe.
 

“We are always searching for new and innovative materials,” says designer Ellen Thomson, “and bamboo fiber is especially great given its green 
reputation. TILT’s design aligns with Three by Three’s simplicity-with-a-twist aesthetic and allows for a multitude of functions.”

 
TILT bamboo fiber bowls are available in 4 sizes: 32oz, 16oz, 6oz, and 2oz; 

and in 5 earthy colors: sand, carbon, stone, garnet, and pacific.

# # #

TILT™ BAMBOO FIBER BOWLS



Three by Three Seattle Takes Group Dynamics to New Heights

Three by Three Seattle is broadening their high-end collection with the new GROUPshot™ wall display + organizer. 
Designed by Gwen Weinberg to complement their original GROUPshot tabletop frame,  

this new wall-mounted display is a feature-filled organizational overachiever.

Black wire shapes emerge from a central ashwood base, forming the framework for a striking display. Included supplies attach to the metal wires, 
offering various hanging and attaching options: mighties® magnets, wire binder clips and metal hooks support photos, keys, and other small objects. 

The wire pieces have also been placed strategically to allow notepads, mail, and folders to tuck and grip between them. 
Besides its highly functional performance, GROUPshot also adds an artistic sculptural element to any living space.

“We’re always focused on designing products which meet our core mission of beautiful efficiency,” says CEO and owner  
Anita Nadelson, “and our new GROUPshot wall display does this perfectly. With its high-end materials and versatile usage, we’re proud  

of the crossover appeal of this new design; from busy parents who need solutions for their home management center, to students who need help 
organizing their papers and supplies, to anyone wanting an artful accent in their life, this product fits the bill.” 

# # #

GROUPshot™ WALL DISPLAY + ORGANIZER



making busy lives beautifully efficient since 1995

Three by Three Seattle is committed to delivering well designed, quality products of the finest materials. 
Whether outfitting a home, office, or dorm, each innovative organizing solution is worthy of display in any contemporary setting.

Their magnetic strip bulletin board popularized the magnet board category as it’s known today. 
They then moved on to revamp the whiteboard industry with fresh, alternative dry-erase surfaces,  

including bamboo, glass, silicone, stainless, and brass. 

Three by Three Seattle updated the planner and stationery category with their jOTBLOCK line, and their 
constant innovation has led them to be a world leader in decorative magnets. 

Their current assortment consists of dry-erase and magnet boards, bent plywood designs,  
desk and wall organizers, hooks, stationery, photo displays, decorative boxes, storage, and magnets. 

The design team also creates custom promotional products for a broad range of clients. 
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